CRANE SIMULATOR

Technology Transfer Services (TTS), 3D virtual reality simulators create a safe and effective method of training that drive increased productivity and reduced liability over conventional hands on only training. Our products are designed by actual operators to create the most authentic operating environment in operator training.

Ideal for:
- Training of New Crane Operators
- Refreshing of Experienced Operators
- Record keeping and Documentation of Training
- Incident/Accident Remedial Training

Basic Crane Simulator System Offers:
- Simulated Crane
- Joystick Controls
- Cab console with Load Moment Indicator (LMI)
- Crane Simulation Software

Safety First:
Simulation based training allows for operator training in a variety of environments and situations. Due to the impractical nature of using real equipment to train for fault and emergency situations like high wind, and shifting loads, simulation is the obvious choice for safe training, with reduced risk and exposure. With simulation based training, operators can practice difficult tasks and learn instinctively how to react to the unexpected.